Mongolei-Colloquium

D. Jargalsaikhan M.A.
(Das Institut “DeFacto”, Ulaanbaatar)

„Mongolia Political and Economic update 2017“

Political updates: New president and new cabinet relations becoming uneasy. Why new Finance Minister nominee was vetoed by President. Can the new cabinet last long? Agenda of President Kh. Battulga: Several Ambassadors are not leaving for new posts. Police and GIA Head are replaced. What is a head? Economic updates: New bond and budget for 2018. Debts are paid by larger debts. BOM is trying to be an independent from the government. Will Mongolian Tugrik stay stable long? China closes half of the gates at the border for coal trucks.

Mr. D. Jargalsaikhan is an independent economist and media representative of Mongolia. He is the host of DeFacto shows - weekly television interview, review, and monthly debate - broadcast on VTV in Mongolia, featuring distinguished Mongolian, English and Russian-speaking guests from across the globe. Since 2009, he has been writing weekly articles on the current economic, political and social issues in the country, which are now published on his independent online newspaper – Defacto Gazette. He contributes to public opinion formation in the country through a range of formal and social media. Recently in 2017, he founded the Defacto Institute, an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit research institute based in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. Its research focuses on democracy, market economy and limited government.
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18:00 Uhr c. t.
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Invalidenstr. 118  10115 Berlin
(U6 Naturkundemuseum, S-Bhf Nordbahnhof)

Gäste sind herzlich willkommen!